
Romax Academia
Engineering for teaching, research and sponsorship

Romax provides world-leading 
solutions for the design, analysis, 
testing and manufacture of 
conventional and electric gearboxes, 
drivetrains and bearings.
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Romax provides a portfolio of industry-leading and award-
winning electro-mechanical simulation applications. 
From rapid modelling and concept exploration to 
detailed simulation and virtual product sign-off, Romax 
applications align with your drivetrain and transmission 
development cycle. Intelligently integrated into the wider 
CAE world, Romax empowers your teams and enables 
Right First Time designs.

Romax for students: 

• Romax for Undergraduate and Masters students 

• Support for student competitions such as Formula 
Student or Hyperloop 

• Opportunity to present results at Romax and industry 
events

Romax for educators:

• Empower your students to learn the fundamentals of 
simulation to complement and reinforce your course 

• Guest lectures and on-site seminars 

• Seminar materials and tutorials for the design and 
enrichment of the lesson 

Romax for researchers:

• Software for scientific research 

• Support in promotion and training 

• Participation at user conferences

All Romax products offer a whole system holistic 
approach using an engineering-based parametric 
definition of each component. The fast and easy-to-use 
modelling process, along with interfaces to all major CAD 
and FEA packages, leads to a seamless design process 
bringing CAE even earlier in the development cycle. The 
rapid analysis engine, repeatedly validated in a wide range 
of industries and suitable for multiple levels of fidelity 
from a single model, combines analytical, empirical and 
finite element methods, along with sophisticated and 
world-leading gear and bearing contact models.
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Romax supports academia by providing access to the 
industry’s most comprehensive software simulation 
platform for geared and electro-mechanical systems.

Romax software is used by global companies to engineer 
complex products, solve real-life issues, and produce 
innovative high-performance designs. 

The Romax academic partnership program brings this 
same functionality to the fingertips of academics, 
researchers and students, to foster development of the 
next generation of products and engineers.

Find out more
Visit bit.ly/romax-academia and email
PartnerProgram@mscsoftware.com
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Hexagon is a global leader in sensor, software and autonomous solutions. 
We are putting data to work to boost efficiency, productivity, 
and quality across industrial, manufacturing, infrastructure, safety, 
and mobility applications. 

Our technologies are shaping urban and production ecosystems 
to become increasingly connected and autonomous – ensuring a scalable, 
sustainable future.

Romax, part of Hexagon’s Manufacturing Intelligence division, provides 
world-leading solutions for the design, analysis, testing and manufacture 
of gearboxes, drivetrains and bearings. Learn more at romaxtech.com.  
Hexagon’s Manufacturing Intelligence division provides solutions that 
utilise data from design and engineering, production and metrology to make 
manufacturing smarter. 

Learn more about Hexagon (Nasdaq Stockholm: HEXA B) at hexagon.com 
and follow us @HexagonAB.
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